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Intellectual Fallout
Permeates Campus
By Marsha Feldman

Kahn Rocks
Own Boat
By Linda iClarke

Contestants in the Miss UNH Contest Saturday night are left to right, Nancy Stewart, first
runner-up. Laurel Barney, Linda Peterson, Miss UNH, MerylJohnson, and Judy Long, second
runner-up.
(Photo by Gilmore)

Co-ed Relates Experiences
Of Spring Trip to S. Carolina

Former Queen
Chosen Miss UNH
More than 250 persons saw
UNH’ s 1964 Homecoming Queen
win the tenth annual Miss UNH
contest Saturday night at the
Memorial Union.
Linda Peterson, a blond 18year old freshman from Concord,
N,H,, topped 13 other contestants
in the bathing suit, evening gown,
cocktail dress, talent and inter
view competition. She also was
crowned Homecoming Queen Oc
tober 6, at the IFC-IDC Home

went in groups of two to various
Negro churches in the Columbia
area. This was done so that the
Negro community would be aware
of our presence and get used to
seeing us in their midst.
A N e g r o Southern Baptist
Church service is exactly what
you read about it. It lasts about
two hours, has a fire and brim 
stone sermon in which both the coming Dance,
minister and congregation join
First and second runnerups
in, and has the kind of singing
were freshman Nancy Stewart
that puts Ray Charles to shame.
and senior Judy Long from P eterThe minister introduced us to his
boro and Durham respectively.
congregation and we said a few
Miss Long was also voted Miss
words about our purpose for being
Congeniality by the other con
in Columbia. After the service,
testants.
most of the members of the con
The question asked Miss Pet
gregation came up to us to thank
erson by the judges was: “ What
us for being in Columbia,
would you do if you were on a
On Monday morning we started
date with a boy you believed to
work. It was our job to go into
be over twenty-one, and when
Negro districts and encourage
the waitress asked for your ID’ s
all Negroes over 21 to go to the
before serving drinks to you, you
court house and register to vote.
discovered the boy was only 19?”
We did this on a house to house
She replied that when the wait
(Continued on page 3)
ress brought the drinks she would
say that they decided not to have
anything after all.
Miss Peterson sang two songs,
one about the conquering of males
and a popular satire on married
life, “ Six Months Out of Every
Y ear.”
Miss Stewart, first runner-up
and a Randal Hall resident, did a
skit of a little girl in a library.
She wore bloom ers and a blond
wig for the skit.
Chi Omega’ s Judy Long danced
a charleston, played the guitar
and sang the “ San Francisco Bay
Blues,” Her question in the inter
view division was: “ What would
you do if you were dancing with
your boyfriend and you ran your
UNH group discusses canvassing procedures in Columbia
fingers through his long, curly
with civil rights workers. Left to right: Oberlin student,
hair, and his long curly hair
civil rights organizer David Kidd, from Orangeburg, S.C.,
came off in your hands (a wig) ?
Win Rhoades, UNH, Larry Golden, UNH Student Senate P resi
She said that she would be em
dent, Rev. Joseph B. Axenroth, UNH Group leader, and Bern
barrassed but not as embar
Anderson, group leader. Absent are Linda Harlow, Donna
rassed as her boyfriend. “ I’ d stuff
Anderson, Ellen Siegel, Lynn Clayton, Heather Hall, Solomon
it in my pocket and no one would
Kalmanovitz, Keith Dewey and Larry White.
(Continued on page 3)
Photo by Linda Harlow

By Lynn Clayton

“ If there’ s one thing worse
than a Nigger, it’ s a Niggerlover!”
French fries for breakfast, the
drawl of the waitress, warm
weather, and the sign on the rest
room doors: For Whites Only,
convinced me that we were in the
South,
Stopping for breakfast outside
of Durham, North Carolina, was
our first real stop in the South,
From there we pushed on to Co
lumbia, South Carolina, and ar
rived at Allen University just be
fore noon,
Allen University, where we
stayed, is a small, co-ed Negro
college in Columbia with an en
rollment of 700 students. Living
arrangements for us had been
arranged by the Y,W ,C,A, project
leaders. We met with the leaders
of the project that night to be
briefed on the kind of work we
would be doing for the week.
The next morning, Sunday, we

Herman Kahn, military ana
lyst, senior physicist for the
Rand Corporation, and author of
“ Thinking about the Unthinkable,”
spoke Wednesday morning on the
unthinkable; namely, “ Escalation
in C risis,”
Aided by numerous charts,
Kahn traced the “ escalation lad
der” beginning with what he call
ed “ Don’ t Rock the Boat Thres
hold” to “ City Targeting Thres
hold.”
Kahn said that the emphasis in
modern war is on escalation. A
potential nuclear war, he said,
escalates from a subcrisis to a
traditional c risis to an intense
crisis to a bizarre crisis to a
central attack. He explained the
contemporary governmental atti
tude as being restrained and not
desiring to cro ss the Don’ t Rock
the Boat Threshold; in other
words, to maneuver the cold war
on a subcrisis level.
“ There is a great tendency to
use the language of crisis where
it doesn’ t apply,” he said.
Mr. Kahn defined a crisis as
“ an imminent turning p o i n t ,
threat, warning, or promise,
where the outcome is indeter
minate and immediate decisions
are required.” Kahn asked the
audience it they would use tacti(Continued on page 16)

“ I regard the 20th Century as a
period of crucial transition. If we
don’ t make it, we probably won’ t
have another chance,” - Kenneth
E, Boulding, economist,
“ If we don’ t fight, we’ ll lo se ,”
-Herman Kahn, military tech
nologist and phsyicist.
“ We have a chance to improve
our species. If we muff it we
might turn down the path toward
evolutionary extinction. If we
succeed, I think we might have a
crack at eternity,” - Richard
Schreiber, geneticist.
The words of these three men
dramatically characterize three
days of discussion at UNH in
which seven prominent educators
anticipated the transformation of
the American dem ocracy.
The men each gave a one hour
speech in Johnson Theatre, they
then dicussed their issues with
students and faculty during panel
discussions and informal coffee
hours. The entire symposium was
organized by MUSO and Student
Senate with financial assistance
from various faculty organiza
tions,
Boulding, Kahn and Schreiber
indicated, through their separate
mediums, the importance of act
ing now to insure a bright future
for man.
Boulding, professor of eco
nomics at the University of Mich
igan, spoke Monday morning on
“ The Meaning o f the 20th Cen
tury,” the title of his most re
cently published book. He stres
sed the importance of having an
(Continued on page 16)

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
Panel confronts Kahn - Kahn confronts panel. Left to right.
A ssist, P rof, o f Physics Robert E, Simpson, Miss Sharon
Ringe, A ssoc. P rof, of Physics John E, Mulhern and Herman
Kahn, “ thermonuclear boogy man,”
(Photo by Gilm ore)

Four Vie For Senate Presidency:
Ross, Dydo, Spaulding, Sanborn
By Bruce Fuller
The new president qf the 196566 Student Senate will be elected
at the regular meeting of the
Student Senate next Monday night.
The candidates are Robert Dydo,
Richard Ross, Greg Sandborn,
and Peter Spaulding, all juniors.
Ross feels that his broad ex
perience in the activities and
workings o f UNH and his close
relationships with the faculty and
administration will enable him
“ to effectively represent the best
interests of the student body to the
administration, faculty, and the
Board o f Trustees.”
If elected he plans to make in
terior changes in the internal
procedure of the Senate, revamp
the committee system and broad
en the use of executive board.
Sees Weakness
Peter Spaulding feels that the
present senate is weak in five
areas.

He would like to see Senate
take a closer look at the prob
lem of increased enrollment,
make a more positive approach
toward effective governing, im
prove public relations and judi
cial reorganization, and sponsor
a system of national exchange
with the Associated Student Gov
ernments of Am erica.
Dydo feels that he knows the
problems which confront the stu
dent body through his many acti
vities on campus.
He feels that the senate must
make efforts towards creating a
“ closer relationship” with the
students, institute needed re
form s and cooperate with the Ju
diciary Boards, pay closer at
tention to the housing problem
and make steps toward better
student-faculty relations,
Sanborn, a zoology major from
(Continued on page 16)
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EDITORIAL

MUSO Initiative Curtailed By ASO
The symposium which concluded yes all previous years. Until this year MUSO,
terday is perhaps the best example of imag then called the Student Union Organization,
inative and successful ideas initiated by the sponsored Union Dances. College Bowl, Free
Memorial Union Student Organization. Movies, Miss UNH Pageant, and UNH Pop
MUSO has more than doubled its activities Night. All except the movies, and College
this year and has extended itself into a non Bowl paid for themselves, and for this rea
academic, yet intellectual area never pur son were geared to public demand. To be
sued before by any organization.
self supporting they had to appeal to the
MUSO however was still refused a re^ general interests of the mass of students.
quest to double its student activities tax for
This year MUSO has initiated the sym
next year. Presently MUSO receives 50 cents posium on the “ Transformation of American
of the six dollar activities tax. They request Democracy,” a film society, informal and con
ed one dollar. The Associated Student Or cert folk singing, poetry readings, depart
ganization, which controls the finances for mental coffee hours, free faculty coffee in the
the student organizations, refused this re Union, buses to Theater-by-the-Sea and a
quest. ASO did accept a revised request of a jazz concert with relaxed cafe atmosphere.
25 cent increase.
It also supported the formation of a Memor
Refusal of the first request can be for ial Union Advisory Board with student mem
two reasons: either ASO did not want to raise bership. These programs are beyond what is
the activities tax or they did not feel the desired by the majority of the public. There
MUSO programs worthy of the backing. Fear fore the public will not support them. All
of a fifty cent increase ‘after UNH has in these programs were started with the hope
creased the tuition $100 or more and the that they would be subsidized so that any
room rent almost $50, is not an adequate rea student interested could go at a reasonable
son if the MUSO programs are worthy.
cost.
MUSO has brought more and better
Courses and other programs on a col
programs to campus this year than any stu lege campus are supported for their educa
dent group in the last four and probably in tional value and not for their appeal to the

public. Without subsidy there would be no
Distinguished Lecture Series, Spaulding Lec
tures, Blue and White Series, or Allied Arts
Series. A very small part of the campus sees
these programs yet they are supported at
the cost of all. They are supported for their
educational and intellectual value.
The MUSO proposal gives an opportune
ity for valuable programs at a student initi
ated and student participated level. It allows
flexibility from year to year and makes it
possible to adjust to the changes of interest
and availability of talent.
The programs are valuable to a campus
but they need money to operate. An increase
of only 25 cents makes impossible the co*ntinuation of all the programs begun this year.
Fifty cents would not only make the con
tinuation of all the programs possible but
also allow for expansion.
ASO may have refused the 50 cent in
crease because of their traditional proced
ures or personal conflict with MUSO. If so, it
is unfortunate that these interests have res
tricted the ability of ASO to respond to the
needs of the students as expressed by the
initiative shown in MUSO and the response
by students to it.

Letters to the Editor
Registration
To the Editor:
As an alumnus I was more
than a little interested in the com
edy of errors staged and produced
by Registrar Owen B. Durgin, as
well as by his attempt to ex
plain its denouncement.
Durgin said that the “ quality
of the input data caused the great
est problem when we began to
organize the material to be fed
into the machine." Would this not
cause any able administrator to
pause and reflect before proceed
ing; knowing the probability of
such an occurrence in dealing
with so many variables is great?

.consideration, 15% o f the 4700
Istudents is 705 students. Assum; ing that it took each student a
modest one hour to straighten
; out his program, we have a total
of 705 man-hours that could have
been much more profitably ex
pended.
It does not seem unreasonable
to assum e that it took University
and faculty and administrative

personnel an equal period o f time
to help students straighten out
their programs.

It would appear Reigstrar Durgin’ s experiment was rather
costly, In terms of time and
money. Based on a 40 hour work
“ Some of the preliminary sche week, 705 man-hours exceeds 17
dules were so bad we had to write work-weeks, expanded solely on
a separate program ," he added. remedial effort!
If the schedules were that bad,
Student morale and alumni re
where did the data for the sep
gard for the University would be
arate program come from ?
considerably enhanced if Regis
Durgin estimated that 85% of trar Durgin evidenced the same
the students were programmed feeling ofdeep obligation and firm
as successfully by the machine commitment to the students that
as under any other system. An he seems to have to a system.
interesting statistic. Obviously, The statistics he is manipulating,
15% of the students were not pro-' in this instance, represent human
grammed successfully.
lives!
If we reduce the registration
Ralph W. Beckley ’ 40
process to simply a statistical
Exeter, N.H.

Symphony
To the Editor:
Here at the University there is
a musical group called the “ Uni
versity of New Hampshire Con
cert Choir." There is also a
“ University o f New Hampshire
Concert Band." Evidently some
one thought it would be “ cute"
to also have a “ University of New
Hampshire Concert Orchestra,"
for this term has sprung up and
appeared in various publications
of late, even though no such en
semble exists on this campus.
There is a “ University Com

munity Symphony Orhcestra" and
to call it anything less than a
symphony orchestra is to do its
members and distinguished con
ductor a profound injustice, Among those whose musical tastes
run somewhat above the prim i
tive, which theoretically should
include all students and faculty
o f a university, concert choir,
concert band, and concert or
chestras will be giving concerts.
Let us hope at least that our
orchestra will retain its more
fitting, original title.
Brad Withington

Even Music Representation

CHAOS - OUT

EDITOR’ S NOTE: This isa letter
Our purpose is not to dictate To the Editor:
answering questions concerning from some “ holier than thou"
May it be known that some in
the juke box committee that have position. We only want choice to
dividuals on campus consider the
been raised.
be available.
authors of such a shallow, stilted,
Steve Smith
To the Editor:
and biased peice o f literature as
In November of 1964, the Stu
The Metropolitan Opera Studio CHAOS to be strictly OUT, John
dent Senate and the Memorial will visit UNH for the third time Irving deserves- a round of ap
Union S t u d e n t Organization Friday, as they perform in Eng plause.
(MUSO) formed a joint committee lish “ La Cenerentola," the story
M.L.M, Bassett
to experiment with the juke box in of Cinderella^ in Johnson Theater,
(An English Literature ma
the MUB cafeteria. The com at 8 p.m .
jor who according to your
mittee was suggested by the Me
The appearance is part of the
standards is in.)
morial Union Advisory Board, Blue and White Series
The MUAB merely recommended
this action. Nothing within its
constitution allows it to make or
implement policy. It exists, as
should be obvious by its very Published each week in the school year by the students of the
n^jne, to advise on issues con
University of New Hampshire
cerning the Union building and
Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
MUSO, I have made this clarifi
cation because some students
Edwin P. Tiffany
David H . Cohen
see the MUAB trying to impose News E ditor................................................................................JudithNewton
its own tastes on our campus. Feature Editor ........................................... Margaret A. Vreeland
These same people seem to have Sports Editor ................................................................. Don Beattie
the same dim view of the jukebox Associate Editors: ...................................................... Bruce FuBer
committee.
Linda Clarke
The purpose of the juke box Business Manager ......................................... Raymond McEachem
committee is not to remove all Advertising M anager................................................ John M. Zerba
rock and roll from the cafeteria Circulation Manager ..................................................... Toni Young
area. Rather, it is to try and Photographer ............................................................. Tony Gilmore
find a more even representation Secretary .................................................................. San^a Ahem
of different types of music in
Staff Reporters
cluding folk, jazz, easy listening,
and rock and roll. When we first Richard Tansey, Susan Colby, Susan Beckler, Barbara Montelin,
went into operation, 75% of the Carol Chipman, Gladys Pearce, Carol Quimby, Martha Emer
records were of the rock and roll son, Jane O’Conner, Marcia Reed, Jeffrey Hatch, Jeffrey Karetype. Now the distribution is more lis, Rex Sherman, Ken Clark, Mary-Eileen Besarkirskis, Bar
equitably apportioned. Before bara Young, Lois Daigle, Irene Linscott, Steve Emery, Marsha
November, records were selec Feldman, Jan Morris.
ted for the machine from top hit
Faculty Advisor
charts. Now instead of having pop
Donald
M. Murray
charts determine the large amount o f rock and roll on the juke
Subscription rate: $4.00 per Tear
Local adTertisinsr accepted at the rate of $1.25 per colninn inch
box, a group of students is making
All nnsiamed editorials are br the Editor-in-Chief
an effort to bring in a variety of
music.
Entered as second-class matter at the Post Offices of Durham and Somersworth,
We plan soon to install a sug New Hampshire, under the Act of March 8, 1879. Accepted for mailing at
special rate o f postage provided fo r in section 1108, Act o f October 8, 1917.
gestion box in the cafeteria so Authorized
September 1. 1918. Total number of copies printed 6.000. PUld
students can express approval or drculation o f 4,900, and a free distribution of 1,100.
disapproval of what we’ re doing
Send notice o f undelivered copies on form 8679 to the NEW HAMPSHIBE,
and perhaps recommend a few
Memorial Union Buildiner, Durham, N. H.
selections to be put on the ma
chine.
Printed by New Hampshire Publishing Co.
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Negroes Glad We Were There, Some Whites Not So Glad
By Lynn Clayton

here that we got the most overt
white reaction. As you walk in,
you’ re hit by a mural - and I
mean a mural - of Barry Goldwater that covers all of one wall.
Students were sitting, drinking,
playing the guitar, relaxing. We
sat by ourselves for a while and
then joined a group of 15 or 20
students. When they found out who
we were they immediately started
Some Allen students worked arguing. Typical conversation:
with us during the week. There “ You’ re Northern agitators. You
were also two students from have no right to be here. There’ s
Oberlin College and two students more prejudice in the North than
from the University of South Car there is here in the South, We
like our Niggers. Niggers smell
olina.
different...it’ s a biological fact.
The most fruitful day of the
You put a Nigger into a clean
week was Wednesday, We worked
house and it’ ll be dirty within
in a district called Arthurtown,
the hour. Our Niggers want us to
one of the lowest income Negro
take care of them. If we’ d won
districts in Columbia.
the Civil W ar...” It went on and
Arthurtown was the real thing: on. Some of the students were
tar-paper shacks, open plumbing, extremely antagonistic merely
and poverty. Frightened people because we were there. Two o f the
who would agree with us because boys there had relatives that
we were white, people who were are quite prominent in the Ku
convinced that they would forcibly Klux Klan. We tried to be openbe prevented from voting - this minded...we really did. We want
ed to get the white Southern view
was Arthurtown,
We were told that Columbia point. We got it. One student was
wasn’ t ready to see inter-racial, proud of the fact that there was
sexually mixed teams, so that integration at USC. (There are
most of the time we worked in two Negroes who attend the
groups of three. But we ran into school). When the conversation
no trouble. The extent of white got too heated we tried to joke
disapproval was h a t e - stares them out of any deep arguments.
One o f the boys had a guitar and
mixed with some spitting.
The nights were tied up with asked us if we wanted to hear
meetings, but we did manage to anything special. We requested
have some time to ourselves. One “ We Shall Overcom e.” After a
Tuesday night, one of the girls in dead silence they sang it - only
our group (Heather Hall), and I they changed the words to “ We
were invited to go to the Univer shall overcom e...all the Nigger
sity of South Carolina and see the scum” . But there were some
campus. Art vander Water, a students who wanted to hear our
white u se student, showed us, side of it, and they listened, A
around the campus and then took boy named Same was the easiest
us to a campus hangout. It was to talk to. He said, “ when you
(Continued from page 1)
basis, and we were equipped with
sample registration form s, lit
erature on voting and various
arguments. We were also pre
pared to offer transportation to
the people who said they’ d like to
register but had no way to get
to the court house.

get right down to it, I guess the
main reason I’ m the way I am is
because I’ ve been taught to be this
way. The only hope I can see is
that I’ m more liberal than my
parents, my kids will be more
liberal than I, and so on. We rea
lize we’ re fighting a losing battle,
but don’ t you see, we’ ve got to
fight! It’ s our heritage,”
Did we do any good in Colum
bia? I don’ t know. We were told
that more Negroes registered
than had registered previously.
But it’ s hard to tell whether this
was our influence or the influence
of the Church, and the Negro
leaders,
I am left with two strong im
pressions: Until the state of South
C a r o l i n a gets a compulsory
school law through the legisla
ture, progress will be slow, and,
until the South realizes it lost the
Civil War, progress will be even
slower.

EDITORS NOTE: Lynn Clay
ton was one of ten UNH stu
dents who spent their spring
vacation registering Negro vot
ers in South Carolina. The im.
pressions of that trip are hers.
The United Protestant As
sociation sponsored the trip;
Rev. Joseph B. Axenroth, UPA
advisor and Bern Anderson, a
graduate student, lead t h e
group.
Main Street, Columbia, South Carolina. Boys watch Spring
“The purpose of the drive,”
Festival Bicycle race. Building in background is the Capital.
according to Rev. Axenroth “is
(Photo by Linda Harlow)
to acquaint participating stu
dents with the social and poli
tical conditions in the deep
south. Second it is to uM^e
known to a fear ridden and in
timidated people that they do
indeed have rights and they
should exercise them.”
The Dave Brubeck Quartet will cheaper rate on a week night,”
He lead a similar trip to Virhighlight the 1965 Spring Week said Bill Bryan, Junior class
laginia last spring.
president, “ We could not get him

Spring Weekend Highlights
The Dave Brubeck Quartet

Pageant Talent Included Songs and Sculpture
(Continued from page 1)
know the difference,” she said,
“ At that point I cracked up,"

Second runner-up Judy Long abosrbed in “ The San Francisco
Bay Blues.”
(Photo by Gilmore)

another contestant said later.
Miss Talent was Marcia Talbot
who sang a medley of songs in
cluding, “ June is Bursting Out
All Over.”
Other entertainment supplied
by the girls Saturday was a Calipso dance by Judy Eastman; a
piano piece of “ Cast Your Fate
to the Wind” by Laurel Barney;
the song “ I Enjoy Being a G irl,”
sung by Meryl Johnson;a scene
from Romeo and Juliet by Laurie
Marden; a free exercise routine
in gymnastics and dance by Pam
Campbell; an offbeat interpreta
tion o f “ Brush Up on Your Shakes
peare” by Janice Pitt; a reading
of Chinese poetry by Kathy Don
ovan; a baton twirling routine
by Helen Mulligan and “ Lubumba,” sung by Martha Vintinner,
The oddest talent selection was
the unveiling of a piece of sculp
ture by Lynda Kodwyck who also
drew a quiqk sketch of a live
female model while on stage.
The winner of the bathing suit
competition is still a secret, said
one of the contestants. No specta
tors were allowed at this event
which was held in the afternoon.
Judges for the pageant were
Mrs, Beverly Brady, a former
New York and Boston fashion
model; Robert Cohen, vice-pres
ident of St, Aubin Associates, and
Meg Geraghty, Miss New Hamp
shire Pageant director and social
columnist for the MANCHESTER
UNION LEADER.
Miss Peterson will vie for the
title of Miss New Hampshire at
the pageant held in Manchester
in June,

end on April 29 when they appear
in a unique concert-in-the-round
in Snively Arena.
Other events scheduled for the
weekend include an informal
dance at the Union Friday night,
music by the “ Druids,” a group
from Boston, and a tennis match
at 1:30 p.m. Saturday afternoon.
The weekend was originally
scheduled for May 7, 8 and 9,
but the Junior C lass, the sponsors
of the weekend, could not schedule
the Brubeck Quartet at that time.
“ The University advised us not
to schedule them for Friday or
Saturday n i^ t because they were
afraid we would not have a large
enough turnout to pay for it.
Also, we get Brubeck for a

for May 6, but we could have
had him on May 8 or 9,”
Bryan is optimistic that there
will be a large crowd at the con
cert. “ Last fall we conducted a,
poll at the dorm s,” he said. “ We
asked which group the students
would prefer, and Brubeck was
the most popular.”
The Brubeck concert is at 8:00
p.m. and tickets are $2.00 apiece.
Three fraternities. Theta Chi,
SAE, and ATO are holding their
own “ spring weekend” the follow
ing weekend because many of
their members will be partici
pating in lacrosse, baseball, and
track meets May 1 and 2 off
campus.

SAFE AS COFFEE

TH E SA F E W AY to stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz^'^ keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe re
fresher found in coffee. Y et
N oD oz is faster, handier, more
reliable. Absolutely not habit
forming. N ext time m onotony

makes you feel drowsy while
studying, working or driving,
do as millions do . . . perk up
w ith safe, e ffe c tiv e N o D o z
Keep Alert Tablets.
Another fine product of Grove Laboratories.
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Berle Lists Three Ways for Man to Spend Money - Insurance Is One
Adolf A. Berle, former assis
tant secretary of state, discussed
the redefinition of man’ s role in
the corporate economy Wednes
day morning at the fifth sympo
sium speech this week,
Berle’ s talk, “ The nature and
role of the corporate economy,”
stressed that man today is not
allowed to make his earnings,
do any productive work.”
“ It is an enormous change in
the relationship of man and pro
duction,” he said.
Berle explained that today cor
porations do 90% of the work in
the country and the individual has
only three major ways to spend
his money: in stocks, in pur
chasing insurance, and in buying
homes and other utilities.
“ Out of 1 trillion, eight hun
dred million dollars (the amount
o f wealth individuals own in the
country) 1/3 of the money is spent
on stocks, 1/3 purchasing insur
Adolph A. Berle
ance and other policies, and the
Dodd Photo
rest buying utilities and home
tionalized communal ownership.”
equipment,” he said.
“ Economics used to be sparked
According to Berle, two thirds
of the wealth is held in paper
“ and paper does not and cannot
represent your wealth,”
He also argued that man is con
Italian Sandwich
tinually decreasing his chance of
making his money play a role in
Shop
production of the country - the
MONDAY
~ FRTOAT
corporations don’ t want it di
11:00 ajB . — 1 pjaL
rectly - so men go out and buy
4:80 p.in. — 12:00 p A
stocks and consequently make
SATURDAY * SUNDAY
the corporations b i g g e r and
4:80 pjn. — 12:00 pjn.
stronger.
DELIVERY
of SANDWICH
“ We are evolving a form of
ORDER of FIVE or MORE
property tenure unknown to his
tory,” Berle said. “ It is not so
10 Jenkins Ct., Dnriinni, N A
cialization with the state entering
UN 8-2718
as owner, but a form of institu-

by entrepreneur c a v a l i s t s , ”
Berle said. He cited Henry Ford
as an example of a man who had
an idea, accumulated some capi
tal and then solicited money to
put, into the business.
Today, Berle explained, of the
1200 corporations listed on the
New York stock exchange, 65%
of all capital invested into in
dustry was generated internally.
“ They do not need your savings,”
he added. “ The stock markets
today are wealth-shifting mar
kets, It is a cycle of wealth
possession apart from productive
wealth.
“ What is the social justification
for wealth accumulation by people
who aren’ t allowed to work with
that wealth?” Berle asked. He

said that you can’ t really do much
with a slip of paper that says
you possess stock unless you want
to paint on it and “ even Picasso
couldn’ t turn out a very P icassolike painting on it,” he said.
Berle said that his own solu
tion to the problem lay in the
very basis of our society. We
have a civilization that respects
the individual at least in theory if
not in practice, he said, “ We have
evolved a way that production and
profit can be distributed to the
population. The system justifies
itself socially, not productively,”
he added,
Berle also spoke of the dangers
of institutions as a social force,
due to its increasing power. He
cited as an example the General

Electric which is the primary
industry in 19 cities. “ If they
wanted to, the management could
make or break an entire city,”
Berle said. “ They have therefore
developed a corporate con
science,” he said.
Berle also said that since cor
porations have emerged as such a
vital force they are increasing
governmental control - the gov
ernment m u s t assume more
power to keep in step with them.
“ Today the President (of the
United States) is apt to call in
the industries and say ‘ Here is
the problem - will you deal with
it or leave it to me?’ ”
“ In most cases they’ d rather
handle it themselves,” he quip
ped.
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Great Bay Cleaners

By solving problems in astronautics, Air Force
scientists expand man’s knowledge of the universe. Lt. Howard McKinley, M.A.
tells about research careers on the Aerospace Team.

(Lt. M cKinley holds degrees in electronics and electri
cal engineering from the Georgia Institute o f Tech
nology and the Armed Forces Institute of Technology.
He received the 1963 Air Force Research & D evel
opment Award for his work with inertial guidance
components. Here he answers some frequently-asked
questions about the place o f college-trained men and
women in the U.S. Air Force.)
Is Air Force research really advanced, compared to
what others are doing? It certainly is. As a matter of

SPECIAL FOR ROTC CADETS
Have 1 Shirt Laundered
FREE with each ROTC
Uniform you have Dry Cleaned
OFFER GOOD UNTIL M A Y 1st

GREAT BAY CLEANERS
(Next to Franklin Theatre)

fact, much of the work being done right now in uni
versities and industry had its beginnings in Air Force
research and development projects. After all, when
you’re involved in the development of guidance sys
tems for space vehicles—a current Air Force project
in America’s space program—you’re working on the
frontiers of knowledge.
What areas do Air Force scientists get involved in?

Practically any you can name. Of course the principal
aim of Air Force research is to expand our aerospace
capability. But in carrying out this general purpose,
individual projects explore an extremely wide range
of topics. “Side effects” of Air Force research are
often as important, scientifically, as the main thrust.
How important is the work a recent graduate can
expect to do? It’s just as important and exciting as his

own knowledge and skill can make it. From my own
experience, I can say that right from the start 1 was
doing vital, absorbing research. That’s one of' the
things that’s so good about an Air Force career—it
gives young people the chance to do meaningful work
in the areas that really interest them.

What non-scientihc jobs does the Air Force offer?

Of course the Air Force has a continuing need for
rated officers—pilots and navigators. There are also

many varied and challenging administrative-manage
rial positions. Remember, the Air Force is a vast and
complex organization. It takes a great many different
kinds of people to keep it running. But there are two
uniform criteria; you’ve got to be intelligent, and
you’ve got to be willing to work hard.
What sort o f future do I have in the Air Force? Just
as big as you want to make it. In the Air Force, talent
has a way of coming to the top. It has to be that way,
if we’re going to have the best people in the right
places, keeping America strong and free.
What’s the best way to start an Air Force career? An
excellent way—the way I started—is through Air Force
Officer Training School. OTS is a three-month course,
given at Lackland Air Force Base, near San Antonio,
Texas, that’s open to both men and women. You can
apply when you’re within 210 days of graduation, or
after you’ve received your degree.
How long will I be committed to serve? Four years
from the time you graduate from OTS and receive
your commission. If you go on to pilot or navigator
training, the four years starts when you’re awarded
your wings.
Are there other ways to become an Air Force officer?

There’s Air Force ROTC, active at many colleges
and universities, and the Air Force Academy, where
admission is by examination and Congressional ap
pointment. If you’d like more information on any Air
Force program, you*can get it from the Professor of
Aerospace Studies (if there’s one on your campus) or
from an Air Force recruiter.

United States Air Force
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University Colendor
FRIDAY, APRIL 23
Metropolitan Opera Studio —
Blue and White Series
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts
8 p.m.

Admission: Season Ticket ot

$2.

“ La Oenerentola” — the story
of Cinderella, is sung in English
MUSO Dance
Strafford Rm., MUB

8 p.!m.

Admiisision Charged
Blood Bank
Strafford Rm., MUB 1 p.m.
WENH-TV HIGHUGHTS
Dollar Diplomacy
7:30
Our foreign aid to India is
investigated and discussed.
United Nations Concert 8:30
1963 Cellist Pablo Casals is
featured on a complete per
formance of his oratorio “ El
Passebre” , with soloists Wil
liam Warfield, baritone; and
Lili Chookasian, soprano. The
concert took place in the UN
General Assembly on United
Nations Day, October 24, 1963.
SATURDAY, APRIL 24
Varsity vs. The Boston
Lacrosse Club
Cowell Stadium
2 pjm.

MUSO Cafe Night
Through May 2 Art Education: IncludesWaitresses

ents, clutching the body o f a
dead puppy in her arms. A
5 Points of View
The Rob Hope Quartet will
young boy finds her and takes
MUSO Poetry — Drama
An exhibition of five schools’ perform jazz selections from 8
her to live with his backward
Night “ T. S. Eliot”
to 11 p.m, in the Strafford Room
peasant family. The two chil approaches to art education.
Scudder Gallery Paul Arts of the Union Saturday, April 24,
Readings by members of the dren become playmates. They
Center
Department of Speech and develop their own game, indeed
Unlike their previous jazz con
Dramia.
cert the quartet will perform in
a passion; the building of their
Through May 3 Arnold Doren the Strafford room which will be
MUB Lounge
7 p.m. own cemetery for dead pets and
Photographs set up in a cafe-nightclub style.
insects.
W aitresses will take orders at
Color and bladk - and MUSO UNH COLLEGE
the tables for anything normally
white
photographs
by
a
New
BOWL
Alexander Calder—^Prom the York photographer.
available in the Union cafeteria,
Strafford Rm., MUB 7:30 p.m. Circus to the Moon. Almost as
“ MUSO wishes to allow both
Exhibition Corridor
famous in his own way, as
the audience and the musicians to
Phi Mu Delta vs. Tau Kappa
Hewitt Hall
have the relaxed atmosphere of a
Chaplin and the Marx Broth
Epsilon
nightclub without the high prices
ers are in theirs, is Alexander
of nightclubs. It will cost 50(i to
Lord Hall vs. Alpha Tau
Calder, a world famous creator
NEW UNH LIBRARY
enter and there will be no extra
Omega
FINE SYSTEM
of mobiles. Out of his winged
charge for waitress service. No
Hunter Hall vs. South
fancy Calder here creates a
The University Student Sen tipping is required,” Marvin Dia
Congreve Hall
bizarre circus of animals.
ate has recently voted its unan mond, MUSO Chairman, said,
“ MUSO hopes that those people
imous approval of a new library
Admission: Season ticket
on campus who like jazz in a
Faculty Recital
fine
system
which
will
be
tried
or $1.
relaxed atmosphere and who de
as an experiment during the sire a reasonably cheap evening
Johnson Theater, Paul 8 p.m.
present semester.
will attend the perform ance. If
A performance by Raymond THURSDAY, APRIL 29
the Saturday performance is well
Hoffman, cellist, accompanied
Starting April 21, no overdue attended MUSO will try cafeby Paul Verretta
SPRING WEEKEND
fines Avill be charged if overdue night’ s with other musical en
BEGINS TODAY
No Admission charge.
notices are promptly complied gagements,” Diamond said,
with* Only one notice will be
Phi Beta Kappa Lecture —
sent. Seven days later, delin
MONDAY, APRIL 26
Germaine Bree
quent items will be billed
Strafford Rm., MUB
8 pjn. through the University Busi
The faculty cff fiie Whiftemore
Liberal Arts Lecture:
School has decided to discontinue
ness Office at the automatic ser
Phillip NicolofiF
offering a Bachelor of Science
Dave Brubeck Quartet
vice charge of $3.00. No refunds degree in Secretarial Studies as
Spaulding Life Science
Snively Arena
8 pmu will be made on materials re of September 1965, Courses in
Building, Room
135 7 p.m.
Admission: $2. Tickets on turned after the Library has re shorthand and typing will still
An associate professor o f
placed them. Exception: the fine be offered, however.
English discusses “Philosophy sale at the Reception Desk, on Overdue Reserve Boolks will
According to Dean Barlow, ed
MUB or from any Jr. Glass
in a New Key.”
ucation in business subjects is
remain at $.25 per hour.
Representative.
broadening every year with more
SUNDAY, APRIL 25

S t u d ie s D r o p p e d

Varsity Tennis vs. Colby
College
Tennis Courts
1:30 p.m. WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28
a iiiii m m ii iiiii iiii iiiii itti itii iiiM i iiiii iiii iiii M M iitm iiii iiit iiiiM iiiig

I MUSO CAFE NIGHT
I
Strafford Rm., MUB 8 p.m.
I
Admission: 50c
I The Rob Hope Quartet, a
I popular local jazz combo will
I perform.
I
I

I
I
I

Charles Jennison —

Tenor Saxaphone
Rob Hope — Piano
Dick Willis — Drums
Dave Claptp) — Base

Billing on lost or damaged
Varsity Golf vs. Rhode Island
items:
Portsmouth C. C.
1:30 pjm.
UNH Film Society
(In print) Cost plus $3.00
PCAC, Room M-213
service charge. Binding, if nec
EXHIBITS
6:30 & 9 pjmi.
essary: an additional $1.00 for
pamphlets, $3.00 for mono
Through
April
30
Forbidden Gam^—The story
begins in 1940 on a crowded
Michael Mazur Prints graphs, $4.00 for serials.
highway outside of Paris; sud
(Out of print) Minimum
Etching®, Lift-grounds, and
denly German planes swept
down and strafes the refugees. aquatints by this 1964-65 Gug charge $7.50 plus $3.00 service
Moments later, a delicately genheim Award winner.
charge. Maximum based on ac
beautiful 5 year old girl rises
tual replacement cost plus ser
beside the bodies of her par
Small Gallery Paul Arts Cen. vice charge.
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courses outside of Whittemore
School required, while secre
tarial studies is becoming more
and more professional with the
advancement of modern methods
and machines.
“ If the two fields continue to
be associated, work in both will be
impeded,” Barlow said.
Plymouth State Teachers Col
lege offers degrees in secre
tarial studies and a teaching de
gree in business subjects. Those
students interested in this field
can attend Plymouth, now a part
of the University,
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Three Students
Live With Cows

A Midsummer Night's Dream"
Second Children's Show

Shakespeare’ s *A Midsummer
Night’ s Dream” is now in^ehearsal for presentation May 4-8 as
the Second Annual Theatre for
Children Production, sponsored
by the Department of Speech and
Drama.
Students from Mrs. Gilbert B.
Davenport’ s Speech and Drama
622 course, Theatre for Child
ren, are producing the play under
her direction. She is also director
of the Theatre for Children.
The class, all of whom are cast
in the play, are spending time
working in all aspects of the pro
duction, building scenery and
making costumes.
The costumes which are being
designed constitute an important
part of the production. Those of
the royalty are of regal splendor.

By Peg Vreeland

The lovers’ clothes are color co
ordinated according to who loves
whom. The fairies are attired in
floating petals and sequins to give
the effect of the fantasy world.
The working men will be attired
in rustic burlap tunics.
Members of the cast include;
Rob Stark, Theseus; Lee Settles,
Hippolyta; Tom Alway, Egeus;
Mary Ann Osgood, Hermia; Dave
Mayberry, Demetrius; Jon Long,
Lysander; Jo Anne Tracy, Hel
ena; Brad Lutz, Quince; Marvin
Diamond, Bottom; Steve Blais,
Flute; T o m . Joslin, Starveling;
Tom Wasson, Snout; Bob Skerry,
Snug; Chris Murney, Puck; John
Donnelly, Oberon; Tinka Darling,
Titania; and Carol Walker, Diana
Sewall, Carol La Breque, and
Denise Lamothe, as the fairies.

Greek Week Ends With Pledges
Working For Service Organizations

Three UNH students live with
75 cows and several cats in the
University dairy barns on the
Mast Road.
Joe Hatch, 22, his cousin Ho
ward Hatch, 20, and Ken Wirkkala, 20, have gained valuable
experience in the field of dairy
science and saved a lot of money
by living and working in the barns.
“ Living here cuts down on the
expenses,” said Joe, who is a sen
ior in Thompson School of Agri
culture. “ And I like working with
Ken Fowler, one of the best
herdsman around.”
For $10 a month each gets a
single room, about the same size
as a single in a dorm. The three
boys are not required to eat at
the University dining halls since
the barn is about a mile from
Stillings and breakfast isn’ t ser
ved early enough for them. When
they work on the morning shift
they are up at 4;30 a.m.
Each one of them has a hot
plate and Howard has an electric
oven which they use to cook their
meals. “ We save on food, too,”
said Howard. “ We spend only $5
to $7 a week.”
John Conroy (their “ house
mother” ) and Ken Fowler, mem
bers of the UNH staff, also live
and work in the barn. Other in
habitants include about 75 milking
cows.
Ken, Howard and Joe work for
the University in the barns. They
are paid $1 an hour and usually
work for 2 1/2 hours to three
hours a day during the week and
Oontinued on paige 13

Business School
Needs Faculty
To O ffer Masters

Last Saturday pledges from
all the fraternities and sororities
on campus participated in the
service project of the second
annual Greek Week, travelling to
Somersworth, Dover and Ports
mouth and offering their services
to various organizations.
Pictured above are Biff Marchewka, a Somersworth Police
officer. Bob McLeod, Don Che
valier, Tom Osipovich and Dave
Utz, part of the group who helped
with spring cleaning.
Other groups visited the Dover
Orphanage, the Great Bay School
for Retarded Children, the River

side Nursing H o m e , and the
Portsmouth Rehabilitation Cen
ter.
The sorority pledges worked
with the senior citizens at the
Riverside Nursing Home and
walked door to door in Durham
asking for books and toys for the
children at the Dover Orphanage.
The gifts donated were taken to
the orphanage on Easter Sunday.
The fraternity pledges raked
leaves, w a s h e d windows and
walls, took down storm windows
and cleaned up after a long win
ter.

Professor Todes Speaks Three Hours
On Revelatory Statements
By Larry Kealy
“ The development and present
These basic elements, he ex
importance of formative and re plained, are unstable and can be
velatory statements” was the lost, much as a man can lose his
subject of a three hour lecture balance, and send the entire civi
given by P rofessor Samuel J. lization into a Paleolithic state.
Todes Friday evening at the
Todes explained the develop
Union.
ment of this concept from De
In his extended dissertation cartes and Locke, through NietP rofessor Todes explained that sche, to its present state in
“E p i s t e m o l o g i c a l
P refor- Franco-German philosophy. He
matives” are those everlastingly is interested in this concept
true elements which are the basis mainly as a vehicle to establish
for not only all human knowledge, an exchange of ideas between the
past, present, and future, but also now separated Anglo-American
the foundations of modern civili and the Franco-German schools
zation.
of thought.

By Carol Quimby
The Whittemore School of Bus
iness has been granted approval
to offer a Masters degree in
Business Administration begin
ning next September if it is pos
sible to appoint the desired fac
ulty by this time. Otherwise,
the program will go into effect
in September, 1966.
The program is designed to
prepare its graduates for pro
fessional careers in adminis
tration in industrial and other
organization in a rapidly chang
ing world.
Admission Requirements
Candidates for admission must
normaUy possess a Bachelor’ s
degree from an accredited col
lege or university. Applicants
will generally be expected to have
completed their undergraduate
programs of study with a cumula
tive academic average of at least
2.5 or its equivalent. In addition,
aU candidates are exp>ected to
take the Admissions Test for
Graduate Study in Business Ad
ministration given by the Educa
tional Testing Service.
Plan o f the Program
The program leading to the
Master of Business Adminis
tration degree requires two years
of full-time study. The first year
of the program consists of sep
arate courses integrated into an
overall study of the nature of
business administration in a
rapidly changing environment.
The second year continues the
emphasis of the first year on
overall management by requiring
all students to complete the in
tegrating course entitled Policy
Formulation and Administration.

Parks anywhere

A Honda is a slim 24"
at the widest point. This
narrows down the hunt for
a parking space considerably.
You can
slide into almost any shady spot.
Like just
outside of English Lit. Hondas fit into slim budgets too.
Prices start about $215*. Gas goes farther, up to 200 mpg
on some models. And cutting your wheels in half does just
about the same thing for insurance costs. Or more.
This is the sporty Super 90 with its distinguishedT-bone
frame. Tops 60 mph. Just one of the 15 Honda models that
make other campus transportation strictly for the birds.
See the Honda representative on your campus or write:
American Honda Motor Co., Inc., Department C l, 100
West Alondra Boulevard,
Gardena, California 90247.

HONDA

world’ s biggest seller!

•m-

‘ plus dealer's set-up and transportation charges
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Boulding: “ I regard the 20th Century as a period of crucial
transition,”

Panel: Tomlingson, Heilbronner, N orris.

Huntington: “ Military heroes have been reduced to the status of
anonymous bureaucrats,”
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Huntington: “Civilian groups are taking over. Military groups
are playing second fiddle.”

W eiss: “ Democracy implies a total equality in role and status. But there is no
such thing.”

W eiss: “ If everybody marches to Selma, who will be left to
philosophize about it?”
Photo by Dodd
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"Civilization Is Horrid,” Economist Feels;
"W e May Need Trouble to Keep Us Human”
“ The twentieth century is the
crucial transitional period in the
development o f mankind,* P ro
fessor Kenneth E, Boulding, American economist and author
told a crowd of 800 Monday morn
ing.
He was the first speaker in the
symposium on “ The Transforma
tion of American Democracy.”
Boulding, a tall, white-haired
man, compared the twentieth cen
tury to the neolithic revolution in
importance. He said that the
neolithic period created a civili
zation and that the twentieth cen
tury will lead to a change from
civilization now to what he called
a “ post civilization,”
“ We must make this transition
and if we don’ t make it now we
probably won’ t h a v e another
chance,” Boulding said.
The transition, he explained.

was dangerous and its success
unsure. He listed the three main
dangers of “ transitional traps” :
war, overpopulation and con
sumption of limited natural re
sources.
“ I’ m always a little embar
rassed when talking about the
population trap,” Boulding, the
father of five, quipped, “ Just do
as I say, not as I do,” he added.
He cited knowledge as the main
solution to the traps and prob
lems facing society, “ We must
translate our natural resources
into enough knowledge to do with
out them,” he said.
The most important develop
ment of the twentieth century is
its awareness as a society in
developing “ an image of the fu
ture,” Boulding said. “ It is the
development of society’ s image of
the future, not an individual’ s im -

age of the future that marks this
as an important.period,”
He stated that we must analyze
the present to predict the future
but that it was often hard to do,
“ To us the twentieth century is
the present. It’ s meaning is in the
future and we won’ t know that until
after we’ re all dead. It makes it
difficult,” Boulding said.
“ Even our image of the past
changes,” Boulding said, citing
the American revolution as an
example. Only when it was long
over did we realize the full im
portance of it, he said, “ I could
make a long list of the times that
we, in the past, did the right
things for the wrong reasons. Our
agricultural policy is an example.
It’ s absolutely preposterous, ri
diculous, and enormously suc
cessful.
Boulding was fairly optomistic
about the future, however. He
said that if we could master the
transitional traps through know
ledge we would achieve a post
civilization of posterity and calm,
“ Civilization now,” he said with
a smile, “ is just plain horrid.
Our achievements are merely re
flections on a muddy pool - a pro
logue to the improved state of
man.”
He called the 50’ s under P re
sident Eisenhower a period of
“ stagnation” and said the 1960’ s
showed some improvements; they
are more of a case of “ mono
nucleosis of the economy.”
If man does achieve this “ post
civilization” his problems will
not be over, according to Bould
ing, “ There is another problem in
the very nature of man’ s self. We
do not and cannot know whether
he can survive in a society that
is really prosperous. We may
need trouble to keep us human,”
Boulding is currently a pro
fessor of economics at the Uni
versity of Michigan. He has held

Kenneth E, Boulding
(Photo by Dodd)
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For 20th Century Individualists!
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d ia m o n d

Ic i n g s

For love's sake any girl w o u ld accept even an ord inary
engag em ent ring — squat-looking, uninspiring. But, in her
heart, she hopes fo r an extraordinary ring w h ich w ill
com pel the adm iration o f all.

ArtCarved D ream D ia m o n d Rings are extraordinary. Shun
ning the excessive m etal and gingerbread o f ord inary rings
they d e lig h t the m odern eye. Pure in fo rm , elegantly sculp
tu red , they express the taste o f o ur tim e.

Keep this ad for comparison! See o ur n ew styles at your
ArtCarved je w e le r before you decide. Each fro m $150. For
free illustrated fo ld e r w rite to ArtCarved, D ep t. C, 216 East

Advanced Studies in Behavioral
Sciences; Fellow, American Aca
demy of Arts and sciences and a
recipient of the American coun
cil of Learned Societies P rize,
The panalists who questioned
Boulding after his speech were:
P rofessors Sam Rosen, and Mau
ley Erwin of Economics and Des
mond Norton, graduate student in
Economics,

Panel for Sanuel P . Huntington: Left to right, senior Steve
Norris, P rofessor of History Hans Heilbronner and Major Paul
Tomlingson, Assistant P rofessor of Military Science, Story
on opposite page,
(Photo by Gilmore)
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Claremont — Fred Allen
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Dover — A. E. Alie
Hanover — Ward Amidon
Nashua — Barque Jewelers
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SNIVELY ARENA
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The Role of The Military Is Declining^ Huntington Says
The role of the military in
American democracy, the pro
posed topic of Samuel P, Hunt
ington, the second speaker in the
Symposium this week, was mini
mized if not discounted entirely
Monday, so P rofessor Huntington
could talk about two “ real problemfe’ :
(1) The need for continuous
innovation of strategic develop
ment in the military at the end of
an era that has been character
ized by change and new ideas; and
(2) The problem of the leader
ship in America becoming pri
soners of the diplomatic system
of which they are a part.
Dealing first with the “ non
problem* of the military, he said
that he didn’ t think “ the role of
the military is a problem in
American Democracy now, or
will be in the immediate future.*
The themes in recent novels
and movies such as Dr. Strangelove and Seven Days in May, he
said, have been grossly over
stated, as well as most other
arguments which suggest that the
military is becoming too strong.
This decline in the role of the
military has become less and
less in the past few years, Hunt
ington feels. “ It was less during
Truman’ s administration,* he
said, “ than during WW II; less in
Eisenhower’ s, than in Truman’ s;
and less in Kennedy’ s than during
Eisenhower’ s a d m in istra tio n .
And I don’ t see LBJ reversing
this trend.*

Challenges Audience
“ None of you in the audience
outside of ROTC could quote me
the names of the five Joint Chiefs
of Staff,* Huntington said.
The power has been shifted to
civilians, he implied, citing some
intellectual groups which, since
1940, have risen in military com
petence. Herman Kahn, who spoke
here yesterday on Problems
Posed For Democracy by Mili
tary Technology, is one of these
civilian experts, Huntington said.
The decline in the role of the
military man, he pointed out, is
also indicated by the power now in
the control of the physical scien

tists who make the decisions on
weapon-technology and formulat
ing much of military policy.
“ Military officers are playing
s e c o n d fiddle to scientists,*
Huntington said, “ and McNamara*
gets all the publicity now.*
Stepping into a discussion of the
centralization o f power over the
military, he said, “ The Defense
Department is full of secretaries,
assistant secretaries and under
secretaries, all of whom have
military knowledge. And these
are civilians,*
The growing control of the exe
cutive branch over the military,
he said, has lent itself to cen
tralization and diminished the
role of the military.
Also, the frequent “ end-run*
kind of appeal made to Congress
by the military, he said, has be
come less and less popular with
Congress, and even with Mc
Namara.

Sense Not Size
Eisenhower’ s threat of the mil
itary - industrial complex, Hunt
ington believes is also over
stated. He feels that the size of
the military isn’ t important,
“ Rather,* he said, “ the impor
tant thing is its coherence, in
telligence and sense of purpose of
civilian leadership,
“ Civilian control is prominent
in Russia,* he continued, “ and
the Soviets spend proportionally
more money on defense than we
do. It’ s a question of institutional
control rather than size,*

End o f Era
Huntington said the post World
War II era was “ another world.*
^Innovation was rampant, one
change after another was fed and
digested by this country and
others; even ways of thinking
about military problems were
different.
Along with NATO, came the
new technology, Huntington said,
“ and in a sense, we’ ve reached
the end of a line, particularly
true of McNamara.
“ He’ s portrayed himself as
an innovator, but it seems to me
that that goal has not really been
realized. His historical function

if she doesn’t give it to you...
—get it yourself!

JADE EASE

in the future years will be spent ever a true picture of our posi to be pushed out of Viet Nam, it
filling the gaps left by earlier tion has done us great harm in would have convinced the right
administrations.
asserting it later on.*
wing of the Republican party of
“ I’ d say his four years repre
It is important to convince the our weakness and divided the
sent the end of an era, not the be other side in a conflict that we party. This is a high price to
ginning of something new.*
are really serious, he said.
pay,*
Huntington chided the Secre
“ I suspect,* he said, “ that our
Heilbronner immediately ask
tary of Defense for writing a latent realization that we weren’ t ed if our intervention in North
“ McNamara’ s Strategy*, a book about to lose the war in Viet Nam Viet Nam was a political move,
which tells about just that. “ He’ s had a lot to do with our bombing rather than a military one.
the only Secretary of Defense,* targets in N. Viet Nam.*
Huntington answered, “ It is
Huntington said, “ who published Aggression Sign o f Weakness political only in the sense that
a book telling us what he does.*
The Soviet’ s introduction of it created a situation in which
Most of what McNamara has missiles into Cuba was. Hunting- we could bargain. This has been
innovated, he said, was on the ton strongly believes, evidence successful.*
non-strategic side of the defense of our failure to show Russia
Norris suggested that since the
mechanism. He called him an that we could only be pushed so military now plays a role pri
administrator and an organizer, far. He said it was evidence marily of deterrent, shouldn’ t the
“ This is good,* he said.
that Russia admitted it was weak military be redefined in terms of
“ He’ s revamped the Pentagon’ s by resorting to potential violence. the new technology.
organization, and for the first
“ The fact that they would go
“ I don’ t think,* Huntington said,
time, without having to pass leg ahead and do this shows their “ you can’ t define the military in
islation. Budgetary and personnel failure to understand us, Ken terms of technology alone. It
problems he has also tried to nedy, after hedging so long, had involves management and organi
clean up and this is also good.*
to move in one of three ways: zation as well as strategy,*
The problems of centralization invade, bomb, or blockade.*
Author of “ The Soldier and
of the military, as in other busi
His point was, he said, that the State,* Huntington is P ro
nesses and organizations, Hunt “ the administration wasn’ t in a fessor of government at Harvard
ington said, brings to the surface position to consider anything University,
the question: where will the new else,* He hinted at our own
ideas and innovators come from weakness in not being able to
in the future?
retreat, which he feels a char
“ The spring o f policy deci acteristic of a strong country.
sion making,* he said, “ bubbles The trap we faced was due to the
up; they don’ t trickle down.* slowness in which we acted in
This quote from Dean Acheason, |the first place, he said.
he said, points up McNamara’ s i “ It takes a strong government
own philosophy of management! to retreat,* he said, “ andthere’ s
which is just the opposite.
j nothing worse than seeing a world
“ McNamara sees his position j of important powers with unse
as a leader, not a judge. He j cure and unstable governments
The freshman class plans to
wants to stimulate ideas, not which can only resort to violence buy a live baby wildcat within a
evaluate them. One of the prob in order to assert themselves.
few- weeks, Lester Kallus, a
lem s of the future is whether or
“ This is more threatening than freshman counselor, announced
not the military organization will accidental war,* he said, “ elim  yesterday.
be flexible enough to allow in inating room for maneuvering and I The wildcat, when it arrives,
novation from below and without. leaving only military action as a I will be kept outdoors near the
It’ s tough in the military to gen solution.
Ritzman laboratories in a spe
erate new ideas from below,
Panel Discussion
cially constructed double cage “ We musn’ t be frozen into
P rofessor Hans Heilbronner, “ one to keep the people out and
patterns that will stifle innova Major Paul Tomlingson and Sen one to keep the wildcat in,* Kall
tion; and this is where we are ior Steve Norris made up a panel us said.
heading.*
which continued the discussion
“ The freshman class is buying
Prisoners of the System
after Huntington’ s speech.
the wildcat from the Thompson
The second “ real problem*
P rofessor Heilbronner asked if Zoo and Animal Farm In Flo
Huntington said, is “ Diplomatic the United States’ air strikes in rida for approximately $50,*
maneuvering* or the lack of it, North Viet Nam were a sign of Kallus said. Mr. Haven Hayes,
in times of crisis.
weakness, in light of Huntington’ s who works at the laboratory,
He cited the Cuban, Korean belief that only a strong govern has agreed to take care of the
and Viet Nam conflicts as ex ment can afford to retreat,
cat throughout the year. Ex
amples of times when we didn’ t
“ Yes, Huntington said. “ Even penses for keeping the wildcat
or are not acting fast enough.
though Lyndon Johnson is the will be about $20 a month, ac
“ In all three instances,* he strongest president since FDR cording to Kallus,
said, “ our failure to act and I would think if we had not done
To pay for the wildcat the
convey to the Soviets or whom anything and allowed ourselves freshman c l a s s is initiating
Penny Wednesdays; each Wed
nesday, starting next week, col
lection jars will be placed in
the dining halls and downtown
THE SUMMER MUSIC FESTIVALS
shopping areas. “ We’ re asking
students, faculty members and
at Newport, Rhode Island
townspeople to give a penny a
week,* Kallus said. “ Of course
GEORGF WEIN Presents the 12th Annual
if they want to contribute more
than a penny we won’ t be mad.*
The idea to buy a wildcat to
take to football games and other
UNH functions (in a cage) started
THURSDAY • FRIDAY • SATURDAY • SUNDAY • JULY 1 -2-3 -4 early
in September when the
freshman class had its first
featuring The Greatest Names in Jazz
meetings, later a committee was
established by Freshman P resi
dent Lane Lacoy to investigate
NEWPORT FOLK FOUNDATION Presents the .. .
the possibility.
The baby wildcat must be first
N E lilP O R T F O L K F E S T I V A L
registered by the New Hampshire
Fish and Game Department and
THURSDAY ■ FRIDAY ■ SATURDAY ■ SUNDAY ■JULY 2 2 -2 3 -2 4 -2 5 probably later by the SJP.C.A.He
will have to receive shots against
Folk, Blues, Gospel, Country and Traditional Music
diseases.
performed by outstanding artists
The freshman class budget, in
cluding the money allocated for
For Tickets and Program inform ation on
the wildcat, will be brought be
Afternoon and Even in g Concerts and W orkshops . . w rite:
fore Student Senate next week for
NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL
NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL approval.
If the Senate okays the fresh
NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND
man class budget the wildcat will
For Accommodations, write Newport Chamber of Commerce
be ordered and should arrive be
Newport, Rhode Island
fore finals, Kallus said.
“ Brown University has a b ea rBoth Festivals in a new, more spacious location here.
we should have a wildcat,* he
said.

Frosh Purchase

Baby W ildcat;

Collect Pennies

N E W P O R T x jl/ A ^ Z F S S T n f S L ’ 65

C<dogne, 6 oz., $4.50
After Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75
Buddha Cologne Gift Package, 12 oz., $8.50^^^F^
Spray Cologne, $3.50
Buddha Soap Gift Set, $4.00
Cologne, 4 oz., $3.00
After Shave, 4 oz., $2.50
sw ank, new yokk -

s o l e d is t r ib u t o r

to
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Paul Weiss Defines Role of State As
''Reflective Body to Preserve Peace”
By Marsha Feldman
“ Politics isn’ t the only means
for a man to fulfill himself, Man
takes an interest in politics so he
can live away from politics,”
Paul Weiss, Sterling Professor
of Philosophy at Yale, guest
speaker Tuesday morning in the
“ Transformation of American
Democracy* symposium, told his
audience that politics should be
left for the politician, philosophy
to the philosopher, and the study
of medicine to the doctor,
Weiss began his talk, “ The
Relation of Law, Coercion and
Values,” by defining the role of
the state, “ It is a kind of reflect
ing body which exists to preserve
peace, prosperity and justice,”
he said. If the state fulfills this
role, man should be able to con
centrate solely on his own field
of endeavor. Whenever anyone of
these three conditions does not
exist it means that the politician
has not been doing his job. He
added, “ It means that politics
have failed and the public machin
ery has broken down,”
In his dynamic presentation,
the s h o r t , bald philosopher
stressed that in a democratic
society everyone would make
laws and they would apply to
everyone without discrimination,
“ But we have a few men making
the laws and we do make diff
erential judgments when applying
the law,” he said, confirming his
belief that we do not and cannot
have a true democracy.
Standing close to his audience
on the stage apron and speaking
without notes, Weiss emphasized
the need for coercion in the state
“ to see that certain things are
accomplished,” He said that there
is a basic hope for getting things
done because all men have an
ideal that they feel ought to be

F ranklin
FRI. - SAT.

APRIL 23-24

Caiy Grant
Leslie Caron
in

FATH ER GOOSE
(Color)
6:30 - 8:45
SUN. - MON.

APRIL 25-26

may guide it.
Art, religion, and philosophy
have the potential of being ef
fectively used against any poli
tical ideology, Weiss said, and
for this reason are always con
trolled to a certain extent. He
told the story of a Mormon family
whose children were taken and
placed in an orphanage by the
(United States government be
cause they were the children of
one man by several wives. The
values of the Mormon religion,
which affirms the practice of
poligamy, were replaced by the
values o f the state in which the
Mormons lived, he said,
“ We (in the United States) don’ t
really believe in freedom of re
ligion,” Weiss stated,
Weiss adamantly held that in
volvement in any political arena,
including Civil Rights, for ethical
reasons was in his opinion only
a footnote to what religion should
be. These areas should be left to
the professionals in these areas,
he indicated,

Paul Weiss
Photo by Dodd

YD’s Elect Officers

realized.
According to W eiss, values are
not nourished and developed in
the political realm, only in the
private sphere of man’ s life.
Politics “ encapsulates” man,
according to W eiss, and elimin
ates thought in areas that trans
cend politics and create a sense
of awe,
“ Everyone has moments of
awe,” he said, but these mo
ments are only realized in pri
vate acts. He indicated that art,
philosophy and religion are all
essentially private acts and for
this reason are “ opponents of the
political order” although they

New officers of Young Demo
crats Club are: President, Paul
M orissey; Vice President, Rich
ard Galway; Secretary-Treasur
er, Janice Magnuson,
At a meeting Tuesday night.
President M orissey announced
that William Pollock, President
of the International Textile Work
ers Union will speak here May 3
at 8 p,m, in the Carroll-Belknap
Room, His topic will be “ Organ
ized Labor and the Great So
ciety,”
A resolution was passed en
couraging the application of P re
sident Johnson’ s “ War on Po
verty” program in New Hamp
shire,

Philosopher Gives Pattern of History
By Barbara Montelin
P rofessor Sidney Hook, head
of the philosophy department at
New York University, was the
third speaker in the series on the
history of philosophy, Wednes
day, April 14.
Hook has written several books
including “ Marx and the Marx
ists” which is read by some of
the freshman history classes at
UNH, He had also done research
abroad on fellowships from the
Guggenheim and Ford Founda
tions.

The theme of P rofessor Hook’ s
lecture was to show the various
philosophies of history and their
relative merits.
“ History is a pattern in which
three generic factors inconsis
tently interplay. They are ma
terial interests, ideas and per
sonality, with chance operating
as a result of the impact of
events,” P rofessor Hook con
tinued, He claimed that chance
does not play a main part in the
pattern of history.

The S u m m e r

A sp e cial way o f seeing things,
appreciating things, enjoying l i f e .
A way to take in a l l o f Summer with
open arms. VILIAGER bathing su its fo r
sun and water. VILIAGER sh irts fo r
aimless woodsy walking with a picnic
at the end. VILIAGER dresses in which
to be c risp and pretty and fre sh ly
showered. T h e r e is nothing quite lik e
the way VILLAGERS f i t into a Summer
kind o f l i f e .

TOWN & CAMPUS, INC
LET OUR COURTEOUS
SALES PEOPLE HELP
YOU W ITH YOUR
E V E R Y D A Y NEEDS

KISS ME, STUPID
Dean Martin
Kim Novak
6 :3 0 .8 :5 1
TUBS. - WED. APRIL 27-28
—A Perfect Psychological
Suspense Thriller —

SEANCE ON A
W ET AFTERNOON
6:30 - 8:46
THURS.
APRIL 29
Peter Stellers
(5eorg C Scott
in

DR,
STRANGELOVE
or
(How I Stopped Worrying
and Learned to Love
The Bomb
6:30 - 8:30

BRAD McINTIRE
Durham

New Hampshire

Qlbt
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Chance For Eternity If We Can Control Evolution
By Martha Emerson
“ Man will be able to alter in
dividual genes in the future; this
implies the ultimate control over
our own evolution and the possi
bility of redesigning the human
race,* UNH P rofessor Richard
Schreiber made the above state
ment in his speech, “ Researchin
Genetics and its Implications for
a Democratic Society.* Schrei
ber indicated in his Symposium
presented Tuesday afternoon that
man’ s complete control over his
own evolution was a possibility
of the near future.
The implications of this pos-

isibility are both grave and excit
ing, Schreiber feels. “ If we muff
this we might turn down the path
to evolutionary extinction; if we
succeed, we have a crack at
eternity,*
Schreiber’ s speech, part of the
three day symposium on “ The
Transformation of American De
mocracy*, concerned the place of
genetics today and in the future.
Today, through radiation, we are
harming man’ s genetic make-up
and creating mutations, Schrei
ber said. Then through medicine
we are maintaining these defec
tive mutations and allowing them

to reproduce, thus defeating na
tural selection, Schreiber stated
that this will result in a constant
increase in defective members of
the race and also “ an increase
of the dependence of medical
technology for the survival ofthe
species,*
Concerning the p o p u l a t i o n
problem, Schreiber said that we
have a “ built-in anti-over popu
lation device,* According to stu
dies made of animals living in
over- crowded conditions the pit
uitary-adrenal systems of these
animals was so affected that they
produced few litters and did not
Prafesa>r Schreiber
take care of the litters they did
have. Autopsies made on humans
who lived under over-crowded
conditions also showed pituitaryadrenal abnormalities, he said,
Schreiber posed three possible
scientific solutions to problem of
defective mutations: (1) defective
parents could be prevented from
having children; (2) genetically
damaged organs could be re
placed; (3) genetic engineering
could be employed. In the field of
eugenics Schreiber cited the pos
sibilities of artificial insemina
tion, exchanging between nuclei
cells and the growing of a com 

Zing into spring!
in a new Chevroiet

’65 Chevrolet Impala Sport Coupe

plete organism from a body cell
taken from another individual.
In some states sterilization of
genetically defective people is
legal, he said.
The possibility of genetic en
gineering, which involves the
scientific altering of genes, “ will
make us face two very crucial
decisions,* he said. First, what
is the ideal human being, and sec
ond, who will select these charac
teristics? Men do not have the
information to solve suchaproblem now, Schreiber feels; “ But,*
he said, “ there may be a time
when it is critical to do this.*
Relating his speech to the
theme of the symposium, Schrei
ber asked, “ will the population be
well-informed enough to make
this decision about its own des
tiny or will it be left to the ex
perts?*
Concluding, he said that these
possibilities were not to be re
garded with fear. Although the
implications are grave, “ they
also present the most exciting
prospect that man can conceive
of.*
Schreiber, assistant professor
of botany at UNH has done ex
tensive research in genetics.
He is currently writing a text
book in cytology.

MERP DANCE
A PR IL 23, 1965
8 - 11:30
STANDOUTS
50c Couple —

35c Stag

Crowning o f Merp King
STRAFFORD ROOM
’ 65 Chevelle Malibu I^-Door Station Wagon

P IZ Z A
T A K E A B R E A K FR O M S T U D Y IN G
COM E TO
’ 65 Chevy LI Nova Sport Coupe

GRANT’S

AND H AVE

A D E L IC IO U S P IZ Z A
Free Delivery on Campus for Orders of
3 or More Pizzas From 7 to 10 p.m., Mon. - Fri.

P R IC E D FRO M .90 -1 .5 0
Bruce Grant, Manager

UNH 1949

’ 65 Corvair Corsa Sport Coupe

I f you’ve been sitting tight waiting for Ju st
your kind o f car, with Ju st your kind o f power,
at Ju st your kind o f p rice -w a it no longer!
Chevrolet It’s a bigger, more

Chevy u. N o car so trim has a

beautiful car this year. Which
is why that handsome silhou
ette could be mistaken for cars
costing a thousand—even two
thousand—dollars more.

right to be so thrifty. But
th r ifty it is, w ith m on ey savers like brakes that adjust
themselves and a long-lived
exhaust system.

Chevelle. This one’s got lively
looks, spirited power, a softer
ride—and remarkable room
atop a highly maneuverable
wheelbase. N o wonder it’s
today’s favorite mid-size car.

Corvair. Ask any ’65 Corvair
owner how it feels to drive a
car with such easy steering,
tenacious traction and respon
sive rear-engine power. And be
ready to do lots of listening.

Zing into spring in a new

SPORTSW EAR FOR TH E EN TIRE FA M ILY

SWEATERVIU.E, USA
TH E MOST U N U SU A L STORE IN N E W H AM PSHIRE

Sweaters, Sportswear
Fine Quality at Fact<»y Low Prices

Portsmouth M ills Factory Stmre

HIGH TIME TO TRADE

AT YOUR CHEVROLET DEALER'S

Chevrolet, Chevelle, Corvair, Chevy JT or Corvette

Maiplewood Avenue, Portsmouth. N .H .
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With No Class or Schedule, Independent Study Is Popular
By Barbara Young“ Independent study takes dis
cipline, There is no class, no
schedule, only a final paper,” said
Dr, Hans Heilbronner of the his
tory department. “ It is a very
valuable program, but requires a
mature person with initiative,”
The Independent Study pro
gram, which is a part of the Hon
ors Program, allows a student to
do extensive research in a field
of his own choosing. Juniors or
seniors with a 3.0 acum are eli
gible to participate. Invitations
by the faculty committee are ex
tended to those students who are
qualified.
There are no classroom meet
ings, but the student meets with
his advisor, and submits a paper
at the end of the sem ester. The
student receives credit and a
grade on his paper for the semes
ter’ s work. Juniors may take 6
credits a year, seniors may take
9.
Six departments in the liberal
arts offer independent study pro
grams. They are: sociology, gov
ernment, history, physchology,
English and foreign languages.
Study may be conducted between
departments or even between co l
leges.
Ralph Leighton, a student in
tech, is doing independent study
in the nistory department on the
naval design in the 19th century.
Opinion is somewhat varied as
to the, value of independent study.
Dr. Richard Dewey of the so
ciology department feels inde
pendent study takes “ a certain
kind of bright student who has a
lot of self-motivation.” He feels
the program should be expanded
because some students are r e 
stricted from participating,
“ We have plenty of brains,” he
said. “ What we need is more
knowledge.”
Dr, Raymond Erickson of the

psychology department agrees
that independent study benefits
most students, but that it is not
a “ panacea.”
“ Independent study shouldn’ t be
taken in place of a course which
would give the student a firm
grounding in his discipline,” he
said.
A junior, Ken Dion, participat
ed in the program last semester.
He did a paper on contemporary
American f u n e r a l practices,
which dealt with the American at
titude towards death at the mass
level. He found he had to use the
Dartmouth and Harvard libraries
(in his research.
Ken liked the “ close rapport”
that develops between the student
and professor in the program.
Robert LeBlanc of the geo

graphy department likes the “ one
to one relationship” the indepen
dent study offers.
The program, as described by
Dr, Louis Hudon of the languages
department, is “ the best kind of
a program,” It takes a certain
kind of student - a student with
good ideas.”
Most students in the program
are enthusiastic about their re
search. Rex Sherman, a senior, is
doing work in the history depart
ment on the Concord and Clare
mont Railroad. “ A person learns
more doing this type of work
than any other way,” he said.
Other students doing indepen
dent study in the history de
partment get together for sem
inars every week with a differ
ent professor, Rex said this was

a helpful addition to the program.
Andrea Corbett, a junior, be
lieves most students have a mis
conception about the program.
“ They see it as an easy way to
get three credits,” she said. “ But
it can’ t be whipped off in the last
week. You have to realize you
must put in six hours a week,”
Her research was on the ado
lescent in a social contest. She
also had to give an oral presen
tation of 40 minutes and conduct
a 20 minute question-answer per
iod, After so much research she
said she could discuss the topic
with anyone.
Dr. Walter Duryea of the psy
chology department feels the stu
dent should be informed of the
program so they can work to
wards it as a “ capstone experi

ence.”
Thomas Williams of the Eng
lish department sees the program
as giving freedom to creative stu
dents, “ They can go in any di
rection they like and often pro
duce valuable and interesting
work,”
One junior, Pete Mason, work
ing in the sociology department
chose the topic of prostitution,
specifically call girls. He said,
“ Independent study is stimulat
ing. You get to explore in depth
any area you’ re really interested
in,”
Ken Dion sums it up by saying,
“ Independent study is great for
the individual student. It’ s tail
ored - you’ re not looking for a
grade, but getting into an inter
esting topic.”

a"W
YOU CAN EARN UP TO 14 HOURS OF
COLLEQE CREDIT WHILE

I S SUMMER
IN THE NATION’S CAPITAL
AT THE GEORGE
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
A program designed to make
the unparalleled resources of
Washington, D.C. available to
students in other colleges and
universities.

JUNE 14-JULY21
JULY22-AUGUST 27
• Special 3-week workshops in
Education begin June 14,
July 6, and July 26
• Air-conditioned classrooms,
library and residence hall
• Urban campus just four
blocks from the White House
write for catalogue:
Dean of the
Summer Sessions
The George
Washington
University
Washington, D.C.

20006
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G r e o r g e
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XTH iv e r s it y

G RADUATION AWARD
G raduation d a y . . . a big day fo r academ ic and
e x tra c u rric u la r a w a rd s . T h a t h a rd -e a rn e d c o lle g e
degree . . . and fo r th e m an who has taken full advan
ta g e of his college years, a special aw ard from the
P resident of th e United S tates—a com m ission as an
officer in th e U nited S tates A rm y . . . th e gold bars of
a S econd Lieutenant. T h a t's an aw ard you can earn
by taking A rm y R O T C .
T h o s e gold bars m ark you as a man ap art from other
m en—a man able to work with others—to inspire them .
T h e y m ark you a leader.

A n A rm y officer's com m ission is proof to th e world
th a t your country places its tru st and confidence in
your ju d g m en t and ability— proof th at you have w h at
it takes to m ake a decision and then act on it.
T h e s e are qualities built by A rm y R O T C training . . .
qualities th a t will pay off fo r th e rest of your life, no
m atter w h at your career— m ilitary or civilian.

If you’re good enough to be an Army officer,
don’t settle for less. Stay in ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
C -565
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If A Cow Is Calfing A Watchman May W ake Them Final Speaker In Symposium
(Continued from page 6)
eight hours on Saturaay and Sun
day. Their duties vary, said Joe.
“ We fill in when one of the staff is
on vacation or has a day off. Our
jobs are mostly caring for the
animals and feeding them.*
There are 160 cows at the dairy
barns, including calves, young
stock, and milking cattle (only the
milking cattle stay in the barn
at night), and they all receive
extensive care. “ They get good
care here. They are milked twice
a day, brushed each day, fed, and
the barns and milking machines
cleaned each day,* Joe said. He
explained that several of UNH’ s
cows have lived to be 16 and 17
years old while the average life
span of a cow is six years.
Howard, also a senior in TSA,
explained how they were selected
to live in the barn. “ In TSA you
have to serve a two week appren
ticeship down here at the dairy
barns. Some guys do well, others
don’ t. If they think you’ re capable

of working here and you apply for
the job, they’ ll give you the room,
if there’ s one available.
“ It’ s like living in an honor
dorm,* Howard said. “ We have no
rules, no proctors, no fire drills.
We are left to our own discre
tion,*
Their work schedule varies.
“ Sometimes we go for a week
without having to work,* Ken, a
brother at AGR, said. “ If we
work in the morning we get up at
4:30 a.m. and work until 7 a.m,
and go to classes from 8 until
noon. Sometimes when they need
extra help we work from 3 p.m.
until 6.*
They go to bed “ when we get
tired,*
“ Once in a while the night
watchman will wake us up at one
or two in the morning when a
cow is calfing or there is any kind
of trouble downstairs,* Ken said.
The University watchman goes
through the barn, which was par
tially destroyed by fire two years

SUMMER BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY FOR
SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS MAJORING IN
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
The Jewel Tea Co., one o f the nation’s largest a ^
exciting retailers, offers you summer employment with
VALUABLE Sales and Business experience through an
organized program.
A VARIETY of work with interesting and different
challenges every day.
Location in geographic area of your choice. Summer
opportunities available in 44 States.
Healthy, outdoor work with freedom to put your
initiative and imagination to work.
OPPORTUNITY for rapid advancement into a Sales
Management career upon graduation.
Potential earnings over $100 per week.
A Jewel representative will be on campus Friday,
April 30. For an interview see Mr. LeClair in the Place
ment Office.

ago, every two hours at night.
Joe is especially proud of the
UNH dairy barn and herd. He
stressed the size, construction
and cleanliness of the new barn
and milking apparatus, including
the glass pipes in the milking
machines. As he opened the door
to the new barn, where feed is
stored, he mentioned that it was a
fire door separating the new barn
and the old barn, where the milk
ing cattle live.
“ The cows produce about two
tons of milk a day,* he said, “ We
milk about 77 cows two times a
day using four milking machines.
The milk is sent to Concord, pro
cessed, and sent back here to be
used by the University.*
All milk consumed at UNH
plus more which is sold in Con
cord is produced by UNH cows.
The ice cream used on campus
is made by Irving Fowler, the
herdsman’ s brother, with milk
from the cows.
Each year about 100 calves
are born in the barns. Some are
kept and raised for milking, some
are sold to farm s. Others are
slaughtered on campus and the
meat sold.
UNH owns four herds of cattle,
three of which were first in the
nation in milk and butterfat pro
duction two years ago. Dauntless
Nova, a champion producer, was
recently put to death because of
arthritis.
Because of his experience dur
ing his two^ years in TSA, Ken,
who is now'enrolled in the Uni
versity’ s four year agriculture
program, was able to get a job
with the Dairy Herd Improve
ment Association, He keeps re
cords of the quality and quantity
of milk produced in Strafford
County,
Joe wants to get a job as a
herdsman when he graduates in

STAN’S

IMPORT MOTORS, INC.
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By Linda Clarke
Harold Taylor, form er P resi
dent of Sarah Lawrence College
and author of “ On Education and
Freedom,* and “ Art and the In
tellect,* was the last symposium
speaker this week. His topic was:
“ Transformation of Education.*
Mr. Taylor said that the 195859 sit-in programs had started
a “ movement that affected the
moral conscience of the student
youth of America.*
He asserted that youth’ s lead
ership was “ exerting the energy
necessary to raise issues to pub
lic visibility,* and he applauded
the beginnings of protest on cam
puses, citing Berkley as an ex
ample of an aroused student con
science. He said the university
function lay in “ acting as a crea
tive center for planning new de
signs and programs for a new
society.*
He said a university should
loosen up the rigidities of aca
demic requirements and teach
from a peace-corps point-ofview to restore a sense of mission
to students.
Taylor warned against a world
“ held together not by brother
hood but by mutual threat,* He
said that citizens had no control

GET YO U R

TH O M A S M cCARRAN
Alexander Hall
Ext. 339

FROSTY

June and Howard already has a
job waiting for him on a Jersey
farm in Pierpont, N.H. Ken has
no immediate plans - he just
wants to graduate,
Ken, Joe and Howard say they
don’ t miss too much that is
happening on the main campus.
“ We know pretty much what is
Dr. J. Howard Schultz, pro
going on downstreet,* Joe said. fessor of English at UNH, will
“ It may take us a while, but we address the 1965 Tudor and
hear about it.
Stuart Club of Johns Hopkins
University on “ A Fairer Para
dise - Milton and some recent
Meet Your Friends
studies of PARADISE REGAIN
ED,* April 23 in Baltimore.
at
P rofessor Schultz, author of
several writings on Milton and his
age, received the invitation ex
tended yearly to distinguished
scholars.

Schultz Honored

Paros Pizza House
513 CcnCrsI Ave.

Dover, N. H.

at

W E SPECIALIZE IN SERVICING OF
FOREIGN CARS
— FREE ESTIMATES —
Parts Readily Available
A ll work by Time Clock
Come and Test Drive a Car Today
No Obligation
No High Pressured Sales

STAN’S

Mon.-Thura. 11 a.m.- 12 p.m.
Fri. ft Sat. 11 a.m.- 1 a.m.

CAFE

Sun.

395 CENTRAL A V K
DOVER, N.H.

12 Noon-11 p.m.
Phone 742-t829

“ Let Me Tell You About The
Advantages of Buying Life
Insurance Now*’

PomI B. AIIm '58

A S A , ^'Baby Ferrari” , a smashing hit at
the NYC Auto Show is now available for
showing and demonstration rides. See our
student rep. for more details.

DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
48 Bellamy Road
Telephone 742-1642

IMPORT MOTORS
263 Middle St.

Portsmouth, N.H.
Tel. 436-9400
Mon.-Fri. 8-9
Sat. 8-5

MUTUAL TRUST
l i f e

i n s u r a n c e

c o m

p a n y

Nothing fin e r in L I F E I N S U R A N C E

For Sale
1955 M G-TS-1500

Open —

5 % Discount on all New & Used Foreign
Cars is still being offered to UNH Students

over the use of intellectual man
power for political pursuits in
technology. He warned that the in
crease in complicated technology
created an overweighted budget
toward the natural sciences and
that this preponderance distract
ed attention from unsolved do
mestic issues. He recalled the
tremendous public interest in
astronaut Shirra’ s orbiting the
earth at the same time James
Meredith, unnoticed, applied for
admission to the University of
Mississippi and began what amounted to an unrealized civil
war.
Commenting on the space race
Taylor said: “ I question this sort
of high school competition way of
running a country,*
Taylor told the joke of two sold
iers talking on a field: Says one:
here’ s a hand grenade with a
nuclear weapon in it that makes
a 700 foot crater when you throw
it two hundred yards.*
He said that this was the sit
uation an individual found himself
in today,
Taylor demanded an “ alterna
tive solution to the use of mass
violence to human problems,*
“ We’ re talking too much about
wrong things as intellectuals.*
Taylor quoted a passage from
Camus’ Nobel P rize acceptance
speech: “ There should be a re
fusal to lie about what we know
and a resistance to oppression.*

La Caatiao

W e have a Student Represenjtative on
Campus ready to serve you

He has all the Up-To-Date Listings of
our New & Used Foreign Cars.

Applauds Student Protests

Completely Restored
Nottingham, N.H.

Tel. 679-5265

TO N Y’S
BICYCLE SHOP
Schwinn
Sales & Service
—Parts & Accessories
— Service on all makes
— English Bikes Used &
Reconditioned for Sale
— Carriage Wheels Re
paired and Retired
— Exercise - A - Bike For
Rent
— Bicycles Built for Two
for Hire
— Skates Sharpened
—Keys Made
517*/2 Central Ave., Dover
Call Dover 742-9831
Residence:
Anthony Ferriano
Durham 868-2156
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Johnson Steals Spotlight In UNH’s Tri-Meet Win

Wally Johnson stole the spot
light as the University of New
Hampshire track team swept to a
win over MIT and Colby in a three
way meet last weekend. The Wild
cats posted 79 points to 55 for MIT
and 41 for Colby.
UNH hosted Springfield yester
day and travels to Bowdoin this
weekend.
The Wildcat freshmen com 
pleted the successful weekend
with eleven first place finishes
and an 88-55 triumph over the
MIT frosh.
Johnson took his firsts in the
broad jump, 100 yard dash, and
120 high hurdles. Bruce Valicenti
provided spark in the weight events as he captured a first in the
hammer, a third in the discus, and
a fourth in the shot put. Ron Dean
took second behind Valicenti in
the hammer throw.
Ray Meyer, a promising sopho
more, won the pole vault for UNH
with a twelve foot measuring and
then finished second in the 100
and third in the 220.
George Estabrook made a fine
showing in the 880 with Rick Dunn
fourth and Don Dean second. Dean
also took first for the Wildcats in
the mile run.
Jack Doherty, captain elect
for the 1965 - 66 winter track
team, finished third in the jave
lin, fourth in the broad jump,
fourth in the 440 high hurdles and
second in the 120 hurdles.
Hal Fink, another of coach Paul
Sweet’ s consistent runners, took
first spot in the 440 hurdles and a
third in the 440.
Jeff Reneau was the winner of
the two mile with Don Wellman
third. Marty Hall’ s fourth in the
440 and Dick Spurway’ s third in
the high jump were the other New
Hampshire men to place.
For the victorious freshmen
George Tucker, Bob Estabrook,
Doug Townsend and A1 Burns all
won two events

Poole Injured
In Setback
To Brown
The hopes of the Wildcat la
crosse team took a turn for the
worse over the weekend as they
lost the services of goalie Brian
Poole for up to ten days.
Poole suffered a shoulder in
jury in the first period of last
Saturday’ s 12-3 loss to Brown at
Providence, and may miss the
next two games.
A1 DeCarlo and Pete Latvis
finished up in the nets for coach
Haubrich’ s club. DeCarlo will
probably get the starting nod against Bowdoin and the Boston
Lacrosse Club.
Tommy Allison continued his
heavy scoring collecting all three
of the New Hampshire scores.
Arminger (4) and Basis (3) led
the Brown scorers in handing the
UNHers their fourth loss of the
year.
Brown
0
6
4
2-12
UNH
1
0
1
1 -3

The first motor vehicle law in
Massiachusetts went into effect
in 1903, according to the Auto
mobile Legal Association. The
law regulated the speed limit
of motor vehicles to 10 miles an
hour in thickly poipiulated dis
tricts and 15 miles an hour in
outlying districts.

Strains of expression are shown on the faces of three
runners in Saturday’s tri-meet with MIT and Colby. In center
is Wally Johnson who won the event flanked by Ray jyieyer
on the right, a sophomore, who placed second. Colby runner

is on the left.
Johnson was meet’s star capturing three first places.
(Heald Photo)

Spalding Number One Man For 1965
Tennis Team, Wildcats W ithout Cady
The loss of Sam Cady, number
one man on last year’ s UNH ten
nis team, has dimmed the outlook
for coach Bill Olson’ s 1965 netminders. Cady, a senior, has
passed up the sport because of
academic scheduling.

Open vs. Bates

When the home season opens
against Bates April 22, Rafel
Spalding of Panama will occupy
the first spot on the team; Spal
ding was number four man last
year. Others who will see action
include Ralph Norwood, a senior;
Also among the missing will be Jeff Britton, a sophomore; John
Peter Thompson, number three Meehan, a senior; George Yugarlast spring, Steve Oakes and Fred ti, a transfer junior out for the
Johnson.
first time; and Ken Sawyer.

Team Alternates
Dick Broadbent is the team’ s
alternate. The Wildcats open against Bates then host Colby April
23 before travelling to Storrs to
meet UConn.
The Vermont Catamounts look
like pre-season picks to take the
Yankee Conference title. Massa
chusetts, without Roger Twitchell,
also looks strong as does Con
necticut.

Kittens W in
The University freshman base
ball team opened their 1965 sea
son with a 5-2 win over the Har
vard Jayvees. Keith Josselyn, a
right hander from Manchester,
scattered eight hits in hurling the
Kittens to their triumph.
Although outhit 8-3, UNH made
the best of the hits and five Har
vard errors to score three runs in
the fourth, all that they needed for
the win.
The first state to make
Memorial Day a legal holi
day was Rhode Island in 1874
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for really smooth shaves!
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glides on fast,
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Baseball Team Fails To Back Strobel’s Hurling
The UNH baseball team drop
ped their first two New England
outings to Northeastern and V er
mont by 8-7 and 6-1 scores. The
Wildcats hosted UVM yesterday
at Brackett Field and travel to
Rhode Island for their next game
April 24.

Hagerman, McLeod Help Frosh
The freshman lacrosse team as
usual has a minimum of exper
ienced players. However, Dave
Hagerman, an excellent stickhandler and dodger from Deer
field Academy will be a threat
to foreign goaltenders.
At the other end of the field
opposing attack men will have
trouble working through defenseman Skip McLeod, a workhorse
f r o m Exeter Academy. Pete
Campbell and Joe McGaughey
are a pair of good sized exper
ienced midfielders.
Although practice s e s s i o n s
have been hampered by wet
grounds, coach Rube Bjorkman,
assisted by Mike Eastwood (last
year’ s All-Am erican crease attackman), has taught the players
the fundamentals while attempt
ing to mold a team.
The Kittens opened against
Bowdoin yesterday and will be at

Kittens Win 5-2
New Hampshire natives domin
ated coach Ted Conners opening
game freshman baseball line-up.
The Kittens, who whipped Har
vard’ s Jayvees 5-2, were set up
with an infield showing Peter
Plante of Laconia at third. Bill
Estey of Portsmouth at second,
with out o f staters Tom Steininger and Bill Gould manning
short and first respectively.
The outfield boasted Dan Dut
ton of Exeter in center flanked
by Ron Poltak of Manchester in
left and Buster Newton, who play
ed at Portsmouth, in right. The
catcher Jim Psaledas is from
Manchester as was opening day
hurler Keith Josselyn,
Tufts April 24, The next home
game is next Wednesday with
MIT’ s frosh*

New Hampshire got three hits
from Pete VanBuskirk and com
bined five hit pitching by John
Strobel and Chuck Landroche, but
it was not enough. UNH trailed go
ing into the ninth 8-5, rallied for
two runs before the uprising was
squelched by a game ending
Northeastern double play.

Shoddy Fielding
Shoddy fielding spoiled the Cats
home debut as again Strobel hurl
ed well enough to win. A single
run in the first and three un
earned markers in the second to
get a quick start in the YC con
test Tuesday. Foster went the
route for UVM,
UNH next plays at home against
Rhode Island May 5 and then hosts
Connecticut May 8, Between now
and then road contests are sche
duled at URI, Springfield, and
UMass.
UNH was 0-5 through Tues
day’ s loss to Vermont,

FOR 1 W E E K ONLY
(Ends the 29th)

FREE CAN OF
TENNIS BALLS
(o f your choice)
with every purchase
o f a DAVIS Tennis
Racket

■h
Bill Tucker, who won two firsts for the UNH frosh track
team last weekend races across finish line followed closely
by teammate George Young in the 440. The Kittens in their first
appearance of the season whipped the MIT frosh by an 88-55
score.
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Enjoy the grand-olcl, brand-new
Boston Statler Hilton
with its fresh

UNDERWEAR

ASHAWAY

$3,000,000 face-Iiftl*

A n d refreshing faculty-student room rates!

T e n n is ................... $9

Beautiful new facilities! Historic tours!

Two lively new ones. .. styled
for the man who enjoys life!

Special Arrangements for
tour groups year round!

hi*neck BO’SUN shirt—with

show and stamina! The "no-sag”
Seamfree® collar hugs the neck higher and neater than other T-shirts!
Perfect under a shirt! Longer sleeves. Longer tail too! Heavier, 100%
combed cotton fabric is Power-Knit® with extra yarn to keep its fit!
Bo’sun for show!
S M L XL Only $1.50

vented SLIM GUY brief— Compact! Trim! With style! A new brief
with double-mesh pouch for proper ventilation and support. New
more-freedom-and-action side vents. New high-on-the-thigh leg open
ings. Pius Jockey exclusive tailoring for unsurpassed comfort and
proper support. A brief like never before!

VANTAGE

For Tournament Play
Approx. Stringing Cost

top-rated racket string

AT
S P E C IA L
FACULTYSTU D EN T
ROOM

RATES

CLIP
COUPON
IN F O R

Sizes 28-40 Only $1.50

Exclusive At

O O ko ft^ a U tc e l

College Representative
Boston Statler Hilton
Boston, Mass.
Gentlemen: Please send me full information about 1
your special facilities and prices for Students and I
Faculty. Also, please send my courtesy discount card.

I

OF DOWNTOWN DOVER

Name___________________________________________

THE STORE FOR MEN

Address________________________________________ _

S chool

For Regular Play
Approx. Stringing Cost

T e n n is ...................$5
Badminton

__________________________________________

SHAWAY PRODUCTS, INC., Ashaway, Rhode Island
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Election. . .

Taylor Last Speaker in Symposium K a h n . . .
(Continued from page 1)

expressed opposing views on the
subject of individual involvement
within a democratic society.
Philosopher W eiss stressed
the importance of matotaining
individuality in a world in which
men have to conform . He said
that democracy, especially, im
plies, “ a total equality in role
and status. There is no such
thing. And in the sense that it
leads to conformity there never
ought to be a democracy,*
Taylor, on the other hand, said
that he was grateful to the young
people who have learned about
democracy in the field - through
civil rights and other social ac
tion - and have brought this know
ledge back on the campus,
Taylor knocked college and
university administrations “ for
building up the knowledge in
dustry at the expense of the stu
dents.
“ Students have to try to get an
education in spite o f the school,*
he said.
Speaking on the role of the mili
tary in contemporary society,
government professor Samuel P ,
Huntington said that he did not
believe the military was a threat
in contemporary society. The
bizarre possibility of a general
going bezerk and pushing the
button, should’’ not be considered
important, he said.
Former statesman, abmassador and chairman of President
Kennedy’ s Task Force on Latin
American P olicy, Adolf A .B erle,
spoke on the role of the corporate
economy in a dem ocracy.
Personally owned property,
Berle said, is now in the form
of stock, insurance policies and
savings accounts, and home and
consumer goods, “ Corporations
have become social forces in
themselves that have to be con
trolled.*

image of the future in planning
for the future.
“ The history of man is a his
tory of decline and fall. An image
of the future has never been a
strong organizer of the future
until now and it is very impor
tant,* he said.
He indicated that man is under
going a transition for civiliza
tion, which he said is charac
terized by war, violence, and ex
ploitation, to post-civilization or
a developed society. The transi
tion can be achieved if the tran
sition traps, war, over-popula
tion, and drainage of natural re
sources, can be avoided through
increased knowledge.
Kahn, military technologist at
Hudson Institute, Inc., said, “ I’ ll
bet two to one that we won’ t have
an intense crises in the next
decade.*
This corpulant military strate
gist, introduced as the “ ther
monuclear boogy man* presented
a definitive talk entitled “ B rief
ing on C rises and Esclation at
the University of New Hamp
shire.*
He informed the audience that
he felt the United States would
only resort to the use of nuclear
weapons* to save Japan or Eu
rope from invasion.*
He defined a crisis as an “ im miment turning point, threat,
warning or prom ise in which the
outcome was indeterminate and
immediate decisions would be
required.*
Schreiber, P rofessor of Botany
at UNH, told the symposium au
dience, “ The ability of the human
to alter his own genetic make-up
implies an ultimate control over
our own species. The human
race could be redesigned com
pletely.*
His words capped his discus
sion of recent advances in the
science of genetics and the im
plications of genetic control in
the face of overpopulation. He
forecast the horror of an asphalt
world dotted with skyscrapers
and artificial food factories un
less “ man’ s own efforts or bio
logical devices imposed on man
were used to control overpopula
tion.*
Paul W eiss, Sterling P rofes
sor of Philosophy, and Harold
Taylor, form er President of
Sarah Lawrence College and for
mer chairman of the National Re
search Council on Peace Strategy

ROBERT P. A L IE
Doctor of Optometry
Honrs 9 -5 :30 nnd by Appoint
ment.

Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on
Repairs of A ll Types
i76 Central A ve.
Dover
Telephone SH 2-5719

(Continued from page 1)
cal nuclear weapons to save, say
five hundred American soldiers
in Viet Nam. About twenty-five
people signified they would. The
majority, several hundred, signi
fied they would not use nuclear
weapons.
Khan then asked; “ Why not use
the weapons?*
Someone in b a c k shouted:
“ Precedent.*
Kahn agreed that was a good
point and continued to say he
would only use nuclear weapons
if Japan or Europe were invaded,
Kahn suggested that the U.S. and
Russia need never be hurt by a
nuclear war. Russia, for ex
ample, could attack Western Eu
rope and the U.S. could retaliate
by an attack on Eastern Europe.
He then asked the audience
what they would do if they were
President of the U.S, andhad jyst
learned that New York City had
been devastated by a nuclear
bomb. Someone shouted: “ send
one back!*
Kahn said; “ Back where?*
Then several Russian cities
were named by members of the
audience: Leningrad, Moscow and
Volograd.
Harold Taylor, scheduled to be
the last speaker for the sympo
sium and form er president of
Sarah Lawrence, asked from his
seat in the audience: “ Is the ques
tion really a question?* Khan
answered that it was and said it
was a silly example, but it dem
onstrated the basic characteris
tics of escalation.

(Continued from page 1)
Alexander Hall hopes, if elected,
to try to reapportion the Senate
so that fraternity and sorority
members will be represented by
their house senators, and not by
dormitory ones. In effect, he
said, these people are being
counted twice.
Also important, he said, is
“ closer allignment among WIDC,
MIDC, Pan Hel and IFC so that
Senate can work more as a team
than it has been,*
He also suggests publicizing
the Senate more as well as visit
ing high schools in New Hamp
shire to inform students what
UNH is really like.
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NEED A HAIRCUT

INSURANCE COMPANY

SCHOOL!
1963 CHEV. 4 dr. 6 Pass.
Sta. Wgn. 6 cyl. Std. Extra
Clean. 4 new tires.
$1,888
1963 CHEV. 4 dr. Sedan
6 Std. A nice clean one.
$1,588
1963 CHEV II Nova 4 Dr.
6 cyL Aut. A 10,000 mile
Puff
$1,788

1961 CORVAIR Coupe. Aut.
Trans.
$988

UNIVERSITY
BARBERSHOP

COLLEGE CORNER
MENU SELECTIONS
Homemade Soup

Fresh Fruit Cup
w/Sherbet

T-Bone Steak

$1.25

Fried Clams, Scallops, Shrimp
Spaghetti
D A IL Y SPECIALS

We feature LATOURAINE Columbiaii Coffee
with pure Light Cream

FOR SALE — 1951 Plymouth, $125, Call 868-2544, Week
days between 9 - 4 .
FOR SALE — MGA — $950. Excellent Condition —
Whitewalls, wire wheels, new top, new radio. See Bill
Osgood, 34 Main St.

T E L E P H O N E 8 6 8 -2 5 3 0

FIDELITY UNION LIFE

AT ANY

1962 CHEV. 2 dr. Sedan
A nice economical car.
6 Std
$1,288

DRIVER WANTED, Male or Female to take 1963 Rambler
Station Wagon to Portland, Oregon. Leave between 1 and
15 June — arrive not later than 1 July. References. Call
Dr. Voiss: 436-6543 after 6:00 p.m., Mon,, Tues„ Wed., and
Snn.

O ’L eary

ALLA'S

IN

LOVE,

C o U e@1o c lllcw W
D ouglas

USED
CARS
RATE

O 5 7

Hot Pastromi, Rye or Roll .65
Toasted Lobster Roll
.75
Delicious Club Sandwiches

exclusively

Great Bay’s

REMEMBER: The more Classified Ads The New Hamp
shire receives the more interest it will generate on campus.
The rates are low — 15 word min. — $.75. The Ads must
be brought to the New Hampshire Office (MUB) on Mon.
or Wed. from 3:15 to 5:15 and paid for at that time.
These Dates and Hours will shortly be extended.

1961 CHEV. P a r k wood 6
pass. Sta. Wgn. V8 A u t
$1,488
1961 CEV. P a r k wood 6
Sta. Wgn. 6 Aut.
$1,388
1960 CHEV. Impala 4 dr. 8
Aut. P/Steering
$1,188
1959 CHEV. 4 dr. 6 Aut.
Very Clean.__________ $788
1959 CADILLAC Coupe de
Ville. Full Power. 4 Prem
ium Tires.
$1,588
IN BLACK and WHITE —
2 — 1961 CHEV. Converts.
V8, A u t, P/Steering

$1,688
1961 FALCON 4 dr. 6 A ut

$888
WE NEED GOOD OLDER
MODEL CARS, ANY MAKE,
AND WILL ALLOW TOP
DOLLAR FOR THEM TO
WARDS AN OK USED OR
A NEW CHEVROLET.
COME ON DOWN
(4 miles Down Rte. 108) to

GREAT BAY
Motor Co. Inc.
Tel. 659-3215
Newmarket, N. H.

Your Local Authorized
Chevrolet Dealer

